Dated : 10-08-2022

NOTE - THIS LETTER IS ONLY AN APPROVAL FOR REGISTRATION OF THE
ENTITIES FOR UNDERTAKING CSR ACTIVITIES.

To,
MAHARSHI DAYANAND UNIVERSITY ROHTAK, DELHI
ROAD., ROHTAK, HR 17, HR, 124001

PAN : AAAJM0531A

Subject: In Reference to Registration of Entities for undertaking CSR activities
Reference: Your application dated 10-08-2022 (SRN-F20679858)

Sir/Madam,

With reference to the above, it is informed that the entity has been registered for undertaking
CSR activities and the Registration number is CSR00035370. Please refer the registration
number for any further communication.

Registrar of Companies

ROC-DELHI

Note: The corresponding form has been approved and this letter has been digitally signed
through a system generated digital signature.